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Panel 3: No Standards in Determining Optimum Number of PSC Members and 
Amounts of Common Benefit Fund 
 
Fred Thompson III, Motley Rice LLC 
 

1. No need for a mandated size of PSC, but PSC numbers need to be sufficient to 
perform the work needed to conduct efficient discovery; to ascertain and prepare 
expert testimony; to defend legal issues and motion practice; and to prepare cases 
for early trial or remand. Larger is better than too small. (specific examples) 

2. Constitution of PSC must include persons of proven capability AND reputation in 
managing litigation, and in resolution. (the worthy opponent) 

3. PSC will be called upon to fund the litigation, so ability to fund the litigation must 
be a factor. 

4. Societal goals of diversity and welcoming new members must be balanced with the 
court’s overriding interest in efficient and excellent litigation set out in #1,2 and 3. 

5. Amount (percentage) of assessment is dependent on size and potential number of 
cases----but an early cmo assessment order is vital to allow reasonable expectations 
for the participants.  In the absence of a UNIVERSAL  settlement, such as Vioxx, 
ability to revisit the assessment percentage will be limited. In an inventory 
settlement by firm, the number must be known by all participants at the time of 
resolution discussions. 

6. Accountability-Assessment order should contain provision for  supervision of 
allowed hours and expenses 

7. Specific case examples---Avandia/ Vioxx/TVM/Digitek 
 
Ronald Johnson, Schachter Hendy & Johnson 
 

1. Consequences of Strict Limitations on PSC Size 
Artificial limits on the number of firms on a PSC are counter-productive and can 
result in negative consequences for multi-district litigation as follows: 
(a) Limiting number of firms encourages repeat players and discourages new 

participants at the leadership level. 
(b) Increasingly MDLs involving classes of drugs are being consolidated with 

multiple defendants.  A larger PSC allows for simultaneous rather than 
sequential prosecution of the cases against all Defendants, thereby 
expediting the litigation.   

(c) Large PSC numbers also allows for adequacy of financing of the litigation, 
which is exponentially higher when it involves multiple defendants.   

(d) More firms in the PSC also means less per firm financial contribution, which 
goes to point (a) above. 

2. Consequences of Strict Limitations on Amount of Common Benefit Fee 
Percentage 



 
 

(a) Lower CB fees have the unintended consequence of discouraging smaller 
firms and new participants from the MDL world because only the mega-
plaintiff firms have the resources to be in leadership positions in many PSC’s 
at once, which is required if CB fees ae based on a lower % per MDL. 

(b) Lower CB fees encourages firms with little or no complex litigation 
experience to market for and file indiscriminately into the MDL rather than 
refer cases to experiences mass tort lawyers who have the experience and 
ability to screen cases before filing. 

(c) Inventory dumping of non-cases into MDL’s is a major impediment to 
resolution of an MDL that is an unintended consequence of low CB fees.  It 
creates problem with BW selection, allocation grids, and settlement. 

(d) Too low of CB fee also discourages most qualified lawyers from applying for 
or working on a PSC, and it tends to shift responsibility to those with most 
cases, which is never an indicator of qualification for the task. 

 
Stephen Herman, Herman Herman & Katz LLC 
 

Is the MDL composed of putative “negative value” class actions or an aggregation of 
individually viable cases?  Is there a substantive claim for fee-shifting (e.g. Civil RICO or 
Anti-Tust)? 

 
As a substantive matter, it is probably not advisable to establish a certain 

percentage or other basis of compensation for common benefit work at the outset of the 
litigation.  Not only is it generally difficult to predict the time, money, and effort that will 
be required, etc., for a basic Rule 1.5 reasonableness evaluation, but it could also result in 
unnecessary and undesirable incentives or other effects upon litigation efforts or 
settlement structures and strategies. 

 
On the other hand, from a procedural standpoint, it is likely advisable for the Court, 

at the outset, to create a process for the periodic submission of contemporaneous time and 
expense records, with clear guidelines for types, limits, and/or requirements for what will 
or won’t be recognized. In many cases, it may also be advisable for the Court to appoint a 
CPA or Special Master at the outset to review and audit the records, and to address any 
issues with the plaintiff attorney submitting the claimed common benefit time or 
expenses, and/or the Court. 
 


